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Message from the Guest Editors

In 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, earth observations have been identified as major contributors to nine of them: 2 (Zero Hunger), 3 (Good Health and Well-being), 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation), 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy), 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities), 12 (Sustainable Consumption and Production), 13 (Climate Action), 14 (Life Below Water) and 15 (Life on Land). Achieving the SDGs by turning knowledge into a significant contribution is the critical challenge for research scientists and other subject matter experts throughout the world.

This Special Issue aims to gather original viewpoints and bring up discussions concerning various areas of science of earth observations and environmental health. Innovative techniques/approaches are encouraged to be introduced to foster applications in contemporary practice, along with challenging papers related to the following topics, to be submitted to this Special Issue: Disasters; Health; Energy; Climate; Water; Weather; Ecosystems; Agriculture/forestry/fishery; Biodiversity; Industry and policy.